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Pace Learning now o�ers fully-customizable curricula. Build your own Pace 
system, selecting from nearly 300 self-paced tutorials in all core academic areas.

Reading 

Vocabulary Skills
Comprehension Skills

Reference Skills
Life Terms & Symbols
Literary Skills
Passages (5th-12th)

Language

Sentence Grammar
Sentence Structure

Spelling

Advanced Math
Pre-Algebra
Geometry

Sentence Combining

Basic Math 

Equivalency 

Measurement

Reading (3rd-12th) - 76 Titles and 40 Leveled Passages 

Language, Writing, and Spelling (3rd-HSE) - 88 Titles 

Mathematics (3rd-HSE) - 103 Titles

OR

Diagnostic testing, multiple forms of lesson mastery 
testing, end-of-course evaluation, and student 
management materials available by subject area

Design Your Own Pace Learning SystemDesign Your Own Pace Learning System

I have found the (Pace) materials to be wonderful for dependent  learners, students with �uctuating 

schedules, and more methodical learners...these students need the step-by-step instruction at 

which Pace Learning is so good. I have noticed that using the Pace system helps them build their 

self-image as learners. 
 ~Adult Educator, Fannin, GA
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If James could
Do this, then just
Imagine what he could do.

June 7, 2011

Another Mock Name
23456 Tenderfoot Street
Mongolia, Anystate 12345

RE: The business proposal

     And if you can read this exact text, you have excellent eyesight. The point of this block is to 
fake a business letter. We needed a lot of small words just to �ll the space.  The quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog. Did you know that sentence has every single letter of the alphabet in it?

   You too may �nd yourself needing to read the small print. Disclaimers are commonly done this
way.  Bring me a lantern.  Harry Truman, Doris Day.  If you see a silhouette of a man, you are much 
more likely to sing the words as you read them if you know the song than if you didn’t.

This should be enough text to make the letter seem like it is formatted.

Thank you,
Ms. Jane Doe

555-5555
Title of Position
I am great and wonderful

CC: Florence Henderson and the Brady Bunch.
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Closely matched to TABE 11/12 by TABE sub-skill - visit 
pacelearning.com/targeting-tabe for more information

Self-paced, “programmed” tutorials designed speci�cally 
for basic education settings

Concise, targeted lesson objectives, focusing on a single 
sub-skill to promote e�cient TABE remediation

Pace has designed learning systems with TABE at their core since the 1960’s. In fact, the 
original Pace Learning System was designed with TABE Forms 1&2 as its diagnostic tool. 
With each new generation of TABE assessments,  Pace systems have evolved to match 
TABE targets. If you are testing with TABE, you should be teaching with Pace.
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Reading Package (TABE E-D)
 -63 Pace lesson tutorials (x3 each)
-5 leveled passage books
-Mastery testing (A/B) for each topic, aligned to the
 instructional text

TABE is copyright © Data Recognition Corporation (DRC)

Pace Packages for TABE 11/12

Language Package (TABE E-D)

-75 Pace lesson tutorials (x3 each)
-Mastery testing (A/B) for each topic, aligned to the
 instructional text 

Math Package (TABE E-D)

-92 Pace lesson tutorials (x3 each)
-Mastery testing (A/B) for each topic, aligned to the
 instructional text 

$975

$1,075

$1,315

Includes everything needed to manage e�cient TABE 
remediation in mixed-level classes at Levels E-D

Virtual samples and more at pacelearning.com - Contact success@pacelearning.com to request a quote 








